
Foot Locker Races 
Ahead of the 

Competition at 
Their Junction City 
Distribution Center

A CASE STUDY

AT A GLANCE
Client:           Foot Locker

Challenge:     Large distribution center without efficient visibility to critical
           data and timely information.

Solution:        Integrate and display real-time information and critical data
           from a variety of existing software systems utilizing RMG’s
           Visual Supply Chain Solution. 

Results:
• Dramatic improvement in engagement
• More informed employees
• Improved performance monitoring
• Increase in customer fulfillment rates
• Reduced costs related to chase tasks



CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

“We rely on the RMG Scoreboards to provide us a 
view into our day and our progress toward our goals. 
The RMG Visual Supply Chain Solutions has allowed 
us to better manage the flow of product to the 
various processing areas within our building.” 

Dan Holt
Sr. Director of Operations, Foot Locker

With nearly $8 billion in revenue and 3,363 store 
locations located throughout 23 countries, Foot 
Locker is a leading global retailer of athletically 
inspired shoes and apparel. While headquartered in 
New York City, the center of Foot Locker’s national 
distribution is in Junction City, Kan.

THE CHALLENGE

The Junction City Distribution Center, a nearly 1.3 million square foot facility, ships twice per week to about 2,300 
retail stores. Foot locker utilizes dozens of waves per day, full cases and residual/manual picks are accomplished, 
and progress is recorded by several different software solutions without visibility and real-time updates to the 
employees. These systems include warehouse management software, labor management software (from Manhattan 
Associates), and warehouse controls systems from Dematic, Intelligrated, Beumer and more.  

Serving as the center of its national distribution center, Foot Locker understands the importance of effective 
communication and recognizes this large distribution center cannot perform efficiently without the visibility of critical 
data necessary for decision making and the constant flow of timely information. 
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THE SOLUTION

After a series of insightful consultation sessions between Foot Locker and RMG’s teams, the Junction City 
Distribution Center decided to install 28 Large LCD Screens, on top of the four LED displays from a previous RMG 
order, and implement a more comprehensive visual communications solution to help Foot Locker with their Visual 
Supply Chain initiative. 

RMG’s Visual Supply Chain Solution easily captures and integrates data from their various software systems to 
enable their managers, supervisors, and floor employees to view real-time information. These screens were installed 
within each of their pick modules and at the end of each module to allow all workers to know which waves are 
currently being picked and the progress made within each pick module toward their daily goals. This solution is also 
used for employees to view critical data needed to fill orders in the most efficient way and to display a forecast of the 
daily workload, how much has been accomplished, and what is needed to complete the shift strong and on target. 

Foot Locker has also incorporated the solution into the distribution center’s breakrooms with a goal of improving 
productivity, employee engagement and employee motivation — providing them with not only real-time updates of 
workloads but with updated information regarding Foot Locker’s company events, news, weather, sports and more. 
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THE RESULTS

After a successful installation of the LCD screens and solution, Daniel Holt, Director of Operations at this large 
distribution center, is very pleased with the results so far and plans to add further data integration and potentially 
more screens as needed. The necessary employee communications and the constant flow of critical information has 
significantly improved the Junction City Distribution Center employee productivity, engagement and motivation. 

Holt explains, “We rely on the RMG Scoreboards to provide us a view into our day and our progress toward our 
goals. The RMG Visual Supply Chain Solutions has allowed us to better manage the flow of product to the various 
processing areas within our building.”  

This has enabled Foot Locker to better serve their customers with increased fulfillment rates while simultaneously 
reducing costs related to chase tasks and other rework.
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